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Abstract

This is the final report on a project to update and improve the conceptual design of deep boreholes for high 
level nuclear waste disposal. The effort was concentrated on application to intact US legacy LWR fuel 
assemblies, but conducted in a way in which straightforward extension to other waste forms, host rock 
types and countries was preserved.

The reference fuel design version consists of a vertical borehole drilled into granitic bedrock, with the 
uppermost kilometer serving as a caprock zone containing a diverse and redundant series of plugs. There 
follows a one to two kilometer waste canister emplacement zone having a hole diameter of approximately 
40-50 cm. Individual holes are spaced 200-300 m apart to form a repository field. The choice of verticality 
and the use of a graphite based mud as filler between the waste canisters and the borehole wall liner was 
strongly influenced by the expectation that retrievability would continue to be emphasized in US and 
worldwide repository regulatory criteria.

An advanced version was scoped out using zinc alloy cast in place to fill void space inside a disposal 
canister and its encapsulated fuel assembly. This excludes water and greatly improves both crush 
resistance and thermal conductivity. However the simpler option of using a sand fill was found adequate 
and is recommended for near-term use.

Thermal-hydraulic modeling of the low permeability and porosity host rock and its small (< 1%) saline 
water content showed that vertical convection induced by the waste’s decay heat should not transport 
nuclides from the emplacement zone up to the biosphere atop the caprock.

First order economic analysis indicated that borehole repositories should be cost-competitive with 
shallower mined repositories.

It is concluded that proceeding with plans to drill a demonstration borehole to confirm expectations, and to 
carry out priority experiments, such as retention and replenishment of in-hole water is in order.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Foreword

This is the final report for the NEUP FY 2012 R&D 3298 project “Optimization of Deep Borehole 
Systems for HLW Disposal”

The project objective is best described by the summary paragraph inscribed on the cover of our 
quarterly reports:

Project objective: The overall goal is to refine and optimize the design of deep boreholes for disposal 
of nuclear high level waste. The basic configuration is a vertical single-shaft borehole drilled 
downward (in sequence) through a layer of sedimentary overburden through a layer of high integrity 
granitic caprock, and then deeper into this basement rock to provide a waste-entombment zone. In 
addition to characterization and performance assessment of the host rock strata, a major focus will be 
on post-loading sealing of the borehole in the caprock zone with optimized formulations of materials 
which provide high-integrity protection against buoyancy-driven upflow via natural convection. The 
ultimate metrics are long-term dose to a maximally exposed uninformed surface dweller and the cost 
of waste disposal (e.g. $/kg HM and/or mills/kWhre) for a prototypic widely useable standard design 
offering a very high degree of entombment assurance.

As regards bases for assessment, in this project it was implicitly assumed that technical and economic 
considerations will ultimately determine the future course of action. However, it is widely 
acknowledged (by present company included) that in the near term sociopolitical factors outweigh 
virtually all others.

This is not a unique dilemma. For example, the most well-developed and cost-effective renewable 
option, wind turbines, faces significant siting opposition, even in the Netherlands (Holland), the 
historical homeland of the windmill (1-1).

At the very least, the case for boreholes should be more widely disseminated, to inform stakeholders 
and the general public. While not a role for the present project, this aspect has not been ignored. In 
parallel, for example, MIT and Sandia have published an article in Energy Policy (1-2).

1.2 Perspective

An important qualification is that while relevant R&D worldwide is taken into account, the focus in 
this project was on implementation by the US in the US for disposal of intact US LWR used fuel 
assemblies having significant post-irradiation cooling. Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 and Table 1.1 show the 
principal design features of boreholes as conceptualized for this service.
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Surface

Fine granite drill cuttings and 
bentonite in 70/30 ratio

200 m of expansive 
cement/concrete

Plug Zone 
~2-3 km

Fine granite drill cuttings and 
bentonite in 70/30 ratio

200 m of expansive 
cement/concrete

Emplacement Zone 
~2 km

Gap filled with clay based mud

Waste Canisters

Pilot/test canisters

Terminal cement plug
(Not to scale)

Fig. 1.1. Borehole and Plug Design.

Footnotes:
(a) plug zone is overburden (if present) atop caprock
(b) emplacement zone liner is perforated
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OD-0.219-0.244 m

Fig. 1.3. Reference deep borehole canister designs for single PWR and BWR assemblies.
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Table 1.1
Recommended Configuration of Deep Borehole HLW Repositories (as of 9/1/15)

Aspect Choices* Motivation

Host medium granitic bedrock 
(salt: dome or bedded)
[shale or basalt]

dry, with low permeability; 
ubiquitous availability

Terrain no sedimentary overburden 
(< 1km overburden)
[shale or salt caprock]

avoidance of increased cost and potential 
presence of useful aquifers; discourages 

local habitation

Hole specifications 20 inches: 50 cm ID 
~ 1 km of caprock unlined,
1 to 2 km waste zone, 
lined vertical holes in 
emplacement zone 
perforated/slotted liner 
(slanted holes)
[multibranch holes]

• to accommodate canisters encapsulating 
intact PWR fuel assemblies; can reduce 
for BWR or reprocessing waste forms

• to avoid crushing by canister stack

• to equalize radial pressure, allow water
ingress/egress, gas venting

Repository field 200 m pitch
~ 400 holes in 20 x 20 array 
(100m or 300m pitch)

• to minimize far future radial temperature peaking
• to hold ~80,000 MT (US legacy used fuel)
• to realize economies of scale and

facilitate collective licensing

Canister features made of drillpipe segment 
(or cast iron cylinder) internal 
voids filled with granitic sand, 
(drill cuttings) [or zinc casting 
alloy] (caster ring on ends)

• strong, corrosion resistant 
under downhole geochemistry

• to counter crushing
• Zn will exclude water

Canister/liner gap fill with graphite/sepiolite 
mud
(other muds), [dry]
[concrete with SiC gravel 
to help thwart retrieval]

high thermal conductivity provides lubrication; 
blocks vertical convection; facilitates retrieval 
if this is required. Helps offset stress on hole wall

Caprock plugs Sequences of:
• expanding cement
• bentonite + granitic sand
• [thermite]

to provide diverse and redundant 
low permeability seals

*Near term preferences listed first, alternatives in parentheses ( ); potential future developments in 
brackets [ ].
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In addition to the chapter-by-chapter references identified in support of the work summarized in this 
final report, a bibliography of some forty-five MIT deep borehole external, (and hence available) 
reports in the period 1990-2015 is appended. This covers the period before and since the renaissance 
of MIT work in this area, initially with collaboration and support by Sandia, followed by the 3-year 
NEUP project summarized herein. Note that the twelve quarterly reports submitted during the NEUP 
effort are not listed, nor are thirty-four bimonthly progress reports sent by MIT to Sandia under the 
previous contract. Important results therefrom are covered in the aforementioned external 
bibliography.

This project deals mainly with the technical aspects of deep boreholes. However, as with all waste 
disposal considerations, socio-political constraints play an important role. The most noteworthy in the 
present instance is the issue of retrievability post-emplacement. After considerable internal debate and 
review of the literature (e.g. Ref. 1-3), it was concluded that future US (and world) regulatory 
guidelines would probably continue to favor retrievability. One consequence, as will be seen in 
Chapter 3, is that the gap between waste canisters and the borehole wall liner is filled with graphite 
mud. Should one instead wish to discourage retrieval - as, for example, boreholes sited in a non
weapons state - the mud could be replaced by a concrete made with silicon carbide gravel. This would 
greatly complexify recovery in terms of both cost and achievable time spent. Combined with the 
ability to easily monitor borehole fields using inspectors, satellites or drones, a timely warning would 
be available to the international community.

Once the backlog of legacy waste has been disposed of - a task which will probably take decades to 
achieve - another favorable aspect of the borehole concept would come into play. This is the “build as 
needed, pay as you go” attribute.

The latter characterization of the deep borehole concept also enables incorporation of improvements 
and innovations in the more distant future.

Among potentially high impact future improvements in technology are:
® use of multibranch boreholes: several emplacement holes drilled from a common vertical shaft 
® an advanced canister design with casters at each end to facilitate use of slant-path boreholes 

and multibranch boreholes: i.e. roll-in/roll-out capability 
® improved drilling technology: faster and slightly larger diameter - a synergistic adaptation of 

projects underway for oil/gas/geothermal applications

An important question left unanswered is whether a borehole loaded with heat generating waste 
canisters embedded in mud will remain wet, or experience dryout. A related concern is whether a 
borehole initially loaded dry will, over time, have its void spaces fill with water. These issues can 
probably only be resolved when a demonstration borehole is drilled into representative granitic host 
rock and the appropriate experiments carried out. It is important to recognize that heat transfer by
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thermal radiation across voided annular gaps (i.e., the dry gap condition) is adequate for legacy waste. 
In future wastes having higher burnup and shorter cooling times this capability is less certain.

An inherent feature of the deep borehole concept is the dominance of host rock conditions, which 
supports the presumption that post-waste entombment conditions will eventually return to their 
verifiably benign pre-borehole conditions. This arises directly from the approximately 104 to 1 volume 
ratio of host rock to borehole plus drilling-disturbed zone for a typical borehole field. One can show, 
for example, that even the small water content of the host rock exceeds borehole void volume by a 
factor of a thousand, and the uranium content of the host rock equals that in the boreholes even 
without taking credit for that in the caprock above the waste and bedrock below.

By far, the single most important reference generated during the time covered by this report is the PhD 
thesis by Ethan A. Bates, “Optimization of Deep Boreholes for Disposal of High-Level Nuclear 
Waste,” PhD Thesis, MIT Dept. of Nuclear Science and Eng., Feb. 2015. This thesis cites nearly three 
hundred relevant references in support of its investigations. In view of its major role, the abstract of 
this thesis is appended to this report.

Some General Observations

Granitic host rock was selected at the outset in view of its ubiquity as continental bedrock, its 
favorable geological and geochemical properties, and the vast catalog of information compiled in 
Sweden and Finland in support of their development and deployment of shallower mined repositories 
in the Fenno-Scandinavian shield. It should be noted, however, that other strata may also merit 
attention. In particular salt, both dome and bed type, have long been candidates for HLW disposal in 
the US. Basaltic bedrock is common underseas. Both shale and salt can serve as very-low-permeability 
caprock layers atop other rock types. Broadening our scope in this regard is not likely to be needed 
unless regional socio-political acceptance trumps geology as the dominant consideration.

Our analyses were also restricted to the use of state-of-the-art commercial oil/gas/geothermal well 
drilling practice. This assures that contracts can be let for delivery of ready-to-use boreholes on a 
predictable schedule, for an acceptable cost. It should be noted, however, that several research projects 
are underway in the US to test advanced drilling technologies which are much faster than the rotary bit 
approach, hence appreciably cheaper. In general, they are based on inducing spallation by localized 
deposition of highly concentrated beams or fields of energy. Success of any one such approach would 
greatly enhance prospects for deep borehole waste disposal.

Policy and Regulation

It would appear plausible that a revision to the 1982 Waste Policy Act, as amended in 1987, will be 
drafted to revitalize the US repository program in the wake of the trials and tribulations of the Yucca

11



Mountain Project over the past decade. Preliminary deliberations should be monitored closely to be 
sure the special attributes of deep boreholes are taken into consideration. Among the more important 
aspects one should:

a) remove the prejudice against granitic rock expressed in the 1987 legislation
b) carefully define what is meant by “retrievability” in the borehole repository context
c) ratify a two-step licensing process in which a repository field site and specific borehole designs 

are separately approved (somewhat analogous to that for nuclear reactors)
d) allow for specialty items which have been proposed for disposal in deep boreholes, such as 

radionuclide sources (e.g. Sr-90, Cs-137) and nuclear weapons pits.

1.3 Administrative Matters

1.3.1 Publications and Meetings

An updated bibliography of some four dozen references is appended. It has been expanded to cover all 
published work on deep boreholes done within the Dept. of Nuclear Science and Engineering at MIT 
since 1990 (initiation of work under all auspices) through 2015 to date. It does not reference quarterly 
and annual reports to our sponsors.

Looking ahead, there will be an international meeting on deep borehole disposal of high-level 
radioactive waste in June 2016 at Sheffield, UK: see attached notice (Fig. 1.4). We will try to see if 
our MIT group can send a representative. Otherwise someone from Sandia, our official collaborators 
the past six years, can knowledgeably represent our effort.

12
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1.3.2 Student Participants

Over the three-year course of this contract the following students have been involved at a significant 
level of effort:

Rodriguez Buno, Mariana (Ph.D. candidate, Civil Engineering) moved to our TerraPower 
TWR contract as of last Fall

Park, Yongsoo (graduate student research assistant) will remain through end of this contract, 
then move to TerraPower project for Fall 2015

Lubchenko, Nazar (SM student) has completed and submitted his SM thesis and has moved to 
another unrelated contract. Internship at EDF, Summer 2015

Andriatis, Alex (undergraduate) has completed his UROP project and departed for a summer 
internship off campus

Everett, Patrick (undergraduate) has completed his UROP project and departed for a summer 
internship off campus

Formento Cavaier, Roberto (visiting grad. student) has completed his SM thesis and submitted 
it to Politecnico di Torino.

Wium, Elsmari: Completed a UROP project and submitted a report in 2013 

Diaconeasa, Mihai: Graduate Research Assistant during part of 2013

Salazar, Alex- SB thesis student, MIT Dept. of Nuclear Science & Eng., May 2013, currently 
graduate student at UC Berkeley

De Maio, William - undergraduate student, MIT Dept. of Nuclear Science & Eng, Class of 
2016

Bates, Ethan - PhD student, thesis submitted Jan. 2015, currently at TerraPower
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1.4 Organization of This Report

The enumerated chapters which follow cover the following topics from a retrospective point of view - 
i.e. based on 20-20 hindsight:

Chapter 2 documents how an overall final parameter space was determined based on the realization 
that the only plausible mechanism for radionuclide escape to the biosphere is by waterborne transport, 
as driven by thermal-expansion of water in the granitic host rock.

Chapter 3 examines the role of thermal-convection-driven flow as a potential major augmentor of 
upward transport. Most importantly, a quantitative case for its lack of efficacy is made.

Chapter 4 This brief synopsis summarizes the current best estimates by project staff of the ultimate 
performance metrics of cost per kilogram spent fuel, and potential radiation exposure to the reasonably 
maximally exposed individual.

Chapter 5 concludes, with a summary of findings and recommendations.

Appendices:

Abstract of PhD Thesis by Ethan Allen Bates 

Bibliography
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plus 23 contributors. Springer VS (2015)
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Chapter 2 Establishment of a Performance Envelope

2.1 Chapter Introduction

In retrospect, the most useful outcome of this evaluation is arguably the analysis which led to the 
definition of parameters and their interdependencies which define a space within which deep 
boreholes can reliably sequester radioactive wastes (e.g. used LWR fuel assemblies).

While complex computer code simulations played an important role in this regard, they proved to be 
most valuable in the validation of simple “back-of-the-envelope” models which provide conservative 
analytic expressions for characterizing performance metrics.

In this chapter several such are derived and exercised:
® upflow water velocity driven by thermal expansion
® time for host rock water content to penetrate the caprock which separates the waste-bearing 

zone from the surface biosphere
® peak post-entombment temperatures inside the waste canisters and in the surrounding host rock 
® the efficacy of failsafe features such as radiation heat transfer under hypothetical post-dryout 

scenarios

Each of the above are discussed in the section which follows.

2.2 Performance Defining Parameters 

2.2.1 Vertical Escape Velocity

Although our initial focus was on water-borne natural convection as the potentially dominant way for 
radionuclides to escape confinement, it was soon discovered that thermal expansion of the water 
contained in the host rock was more important and of more certain occurrence. It is also particularly 
simple to model.

Consider a 200 m x 200 m cell of host rock surrounding a borehole in an infinite array. Assume the 
very small volume fraction of water in the rock (~1%) is at the same temperature as the rock.

Then one has:

Cell volume = 8 x 107 m3
Cell heat capacity for a specific heat of 0.79 kJ/kg°C and a rock density of 2750 kg/m3:

MCp = 1.74 x 1011 kWs/°C = 0.55 x 104 kWyr/°C

Then if all decay energy goes into host rock heatup, a thermal power balance gives:
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P = qh = MCp
d (AT) 

dt

where q' linear decay heat power
2.2 kW / ma ------

t3/4

and t = years since end of power operation
h = length of emplacement zone = 2000 m for this test case

The fractional increase in water volume per unit time is given by

1 dV _d(AT) _ 2.2 h 3/4
--------= a---------- = a-------- 1
V d1 d1 MCp

in which a = thermal expansion coefficient for water (average over range of interest) - e.g.,
~ 6 x 10"4 per °C between 50°C and 100°C

Finally, assume the increase in water volume appears as an increase in vertical height inside its 
capillary flow tubes and cracks, in which case its fractional increase in height per unit time is just:

1 dV 1 dh 1 A zr>.
--------=-------- = - v (8)
V dt h dt h

where U is the rate of upflow (i.e. escape or penetration velocity). 

Combining results:

„ 2.2ah2 3/4 2.2(6 x10-4)(4x106) 3/4
u =-----------1 , m / yr =----------------—A--------1 3/ 4

MCp (0.55x104)

v = 96 x 10-2 t-3/4 m / yr

« 10-3 t-3/4 km / yr

and when t = 104 years

v = 10-6 km / yr

(9)

The above value is the vertical rise velocity in the small cracks or capillaries containing the water: i.e. 
the “escape” velocity.

We assume water-filled porosity, $ is the same fraction of capillary volume and cross-sectional area. 

Thus superficial (or Darcy) velocity is just us = $v, andfor^ = 0.01, as in the present example

us = 10 8 km/yr at t = 104 yrs(3.2 x 10"13 m/s); and the extrapolated value at 1 yr is therefore 10"5 
km/yr.
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Jhis is in good agreement with calculations made using our thermal-hydraulic code; see Hg. 2.1. It 
follows that rhe time to traverse the caproek zone is also consistent, despite the simplicity of this 
approach.

I iiiK ($ rz)
i j iyi i.fsiu K'uc^ I'X'M- ur* u<\i
]-—

rv\ :ul>*.it:al l

< 'tr .sfrli* ir. 2 or 
c f.NuJv/icnli

l iir i*<1. :.lcn
'-.Mil. ^NlCIIL'ML'alj

Fiji. 2.1 Comparison of verliiul Da rev velocity vs. lime lor l(ie analytical and minimal 1 liuslels, 
assuming tin i form host rock and plug properties in an infinite array of boreholes with 200 meter square 
spacing, ilrom Kef2J)

2.2.2 Cnproch TrimsiI Time

Results using coupled thermal-h\ dtaulics codes show lhal water rise velocity in the caproek zone 
becomes proportional to the decay hear rate of the entombed waste after an initial transient period of 
about 100 veais.

Hctlcc wo can write for the escape velocity, for L-WK. spent fuel;



3

Ue (t)
^>(1)

&
t 4, km/yr

where t)(1) = superficial (i.e. Darcy) velocity, km/yr 

at a (back-extrapolated) time of 1 year 

& = host rock interconnected porosity

(1)

Thus the time to rise the thickness of the caprock, H km, (i.e. escape) is given by the relation:

Je
H = f ue (t)dt, km 

Solving:

t
\4

4*5(1) j ’
years

Then, for example, let H = 1 km, and

U(1) = 10 5 km/yr = 10mm/yr, and 

(p = 0.01,

(2)

(3)

in which case

te = 3.9x109 years, essentially forever, even compared to the half-life of I-129 at 15.7 million years.

The modeling effort at MIT prior to 2015 has employed an approximate correlation for LWR used fuel 
decay heat as a function of cooling time based on the study reported by Xu (2-1), based on his 
extensive parametric computations using the ORIGEN2 code of 1980 vintage. This motivated a time 
to the -3/4 approximation.

A recent re-examination using a decay history provided by Sandia researchers (as documented in our 
Ref (2-2)) suggests that the -3/5 power may be a better descriptor.

The single most affected consequential analysis is the time it takes for the thermal expansion of water 
to propel penetration of the caprock overlying the borehole host rock. As noted above, -3/4 yielded an 
estimate proportional to caprock thickness to the 4th power. The new slope of -3/5 reduces this 
dependence to the 2.5 power and te is then 3.2 x 106 years - much less sensitive but still impressive. At 
present no changes in the reference design borehole field appear justified, in view of the extreme 
overconservatism throughout.

However, future work should be done using an actual time history for calculated decay heat rather 
than the overly simplistic log-log envelope we have employed so far.
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2.2.3 Peak Post-Entombment Temperatures

The temperature endured during inaccessible entombment is of obvious interest for any and all waste 
disposal schemes. Deep boreholes have an advantage in this respect because of the large surface area 
to volume ratio of single assemblies compared to the larger assembly bundles characteristic of most 
mine-type repositories.

Fortunately, fairly accurate estimates can be made using simple analytic models. As shown in Fig. 2.2, 
the burnup, hence decay heat power, profile is fairly uniform, which allows use of a one-dimensional 
(radial) line source model.

* K
.j. $ in 31 -m U. J _ : Ji fll ffi-S -fS ^.1M V

"1 I ;

F^rr#7T*-m--#Vr,

—5— 1C12

Fractional height

Fig. 2.2. PWR Burnup Profiles for Ringhals 3 Reactor Assemblies 
(960 MWe PWR, 17 x 17 Assembles), from Ref (2-4)

Inside the borehole this supports use of the well-known relation for central -to-surface temperature
difference in a homogenized cylinder:

/ q \
M = q

Thus if q ; 100 W/m°C for a 40-year-old discharged assembly of PWR legacy fuel, and if the 

effective homogenized thermal conductivity is conservatively taken to be 0.4 W/m°C (roughly that of 
dry sand), then AT = 20°C, which is tolerable initially, and decreases with time.
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Then kr = 0.194 « 0.2 W/m°C

and ATg s 10°C , a quite tolerable value.

It follows that dryout downhole is not an important impediment, even if several gaps in series are 
involved. Also note that a complete dryout which included the host rock would exclude water-borne 
radionuclide transport!

Demonstration borehole confirmation of this prediction using an electrically heated waste canister 
simulator should be part of any future deep borehole RD&D program.

If instead e « 0.9, as for blacker (e.g. graphite coated) surfaces ATg is only 20% lower; but for polished 
metal having e = 0.2, ATg is higher by a factor of six. This could be problematic for used fuel having 
much higher decay power. Thus, consideration should be given to blackening of exposed surfaces - as 
currently practiced for solar power towers, for example.

2.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter looks back at how the iterative design process has converged upon a set of parameters 
which act in concert to define attributes of a successful deep borehole repository configuration.

Our focus has been on the small amount of water normally present in granitic basement host rock, 
since this is the only plausible carrier of radionuclides up into the occupied biosphere. It was shown 
that heatup of the rock by radionuclide decay, and thus that of its contained water, defines an escape 
time and required caprock thickness.

Also demonstrated was that a two hundred or so meter spacing between boreholes in a repository field 
can limit self-induced downhole heatup to tolerable levels for LWR legacy waste.

Finally, even if complete dryout were to take place due to some not as yet identified mechanism, it 
was shown that falling back on reliance upon the totally passive mechanism of radiation heat transfer 
sets a tolerable limit on overheating.
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Chapter 3 Threats to Excellent Performance

3.1 Chapter Introduction

Looking back at our investigations of features, events and processes associated with the deep borehole 
concept, three items in particular emerged as potential causes of or contributors to premature and 
consequential failure of confinement:

® high permeability in the plugs which seal the caprock zone
® strong vertical natural convection linking the entombment zone through the caprock and 

overburden layers, to the inhabited biosphere 
® loss of waste cooling during handling, resulting in overheating-induced waste form 

degradation.

As summarized in the sections which follow, it was possible to develop strong cases in support of 
concluding that all of the above threats are avoidable.

3.2 Caprock Plug Leakage

Two phenomena give concern over one’s ability to seal the borehole penetration through the caprock 
zone:

® the existing of a drilling-disturbed layer surrounding the interface of the borehole with the host 
rock

® the fact that ordinary Portland cement shrinks during setting, which can open vertical cracks 
having high permeability relative to both solid intact cement and granitic host rock.

It has been our goal throughout to provide seals which have an effective overall permeability which is 
less than (or at worst equal to) that of the host rock. In this regard it should be kept in mind that in situ 
permeability and not that measured in surface laboratories is the appropriate benchmark, since several 
kilometers of lithostatic pressure (at ~25 MPa/km) can squeeze many cracks shut.

Fortunately the oil and gas well drilling community are also motivated to heal the borehole drilling- 
disturbed layer, which they accomplish by successive injections of sodium silicate and calcium 
chloride solutions. This reduces permeability by several orders of magnitude (3-1). This remedy 
should be one major focus of a test program on a demonstration nuclear waste borehole.

After many iterative modifications, the arrangement sketched in Fig. 3.1 was arrived at. Focusing on 
the plug zone note the major features:

a) the hole’s steel tube liner, employed during drilling and waste canister emplacement, has been 
removed, to allow direct contact between plugs and the (healed) host caprock wall;
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b) an upper section, which penetrates sedimentary rock overburden (if present, as usually the 
case) and/or more highly cracked granitic bedrock, is filled with a mixture of granitic sand and 
bentonite clay. The obviously compatible sand is available on site from the drilling operations, 
and bentonite clay is a widely used material in waste repository designs. It swells during water 
uptake, and acts as an absorber for many chemical species. This close to the surface it will be 
less affected by high temperature and salinity than deeper into the emplacement zone, where 
sepiolite clay might be a better choice. A repeat infill segment is also used deeper down.

c) The caprock layer proper contains (at least) two solid plugs of expansive concrete. Adding 
MgO to Portland cement is sufficient to produce this material, as we have confirmed in a series 
of lab tests (3-2) building on prior oil/gas drilling technology.

Surface

Fine granite drill cuttings and 
bentonite in 70/30 ratio

200 m of expansive 
cement/concrete

Plug Zone 
~2-3 km

Fine granite drill cuttings and 
bentonite in 70/30 ratio

200 m of expansive 
cement/concrete

Emplacement Zone 
~2 km

Gap filled with clay based mud

Waste Canisters

Pilot/test canisters

Terminal cement plug
(Not to scale)

Fig. 3.1. Borehole and Plug Design.

3.3 Convective Breakthrough of Water

The most obvious threat leading to waterborne radionuclide release raised by knowledgeable observers 
is via natural convection of the water contained in interconnected host rock porosity - even though the 
content is less than one volume percent.
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Investigation of this hypothesis is too complicated for a detailed exposition here. Instead we refer the 
concerned reader to the recently published PhD thesis by Ethan Bates (3-3). What follows merely 
sketches the basic structure of the technical case for deflation of this concern.

Several hundred years after emplacement, the decay heat is rather uniformly distributed radially within 
the block of rock surrounding each borehole in the array which makes up a repository field. From then 
on one can analyze the onset of Rayleigh-Benard like convection between a hotter lower surface (e.g. 
bottom layer of the caprock zone) and a cooler upper layer (the surface of the earth). In this case 
several analysts have shown that there is a critical Rayleigh Number, below which convection will not 
be initiated or sustained. Depending on the detailed boundary conditions employed: 

g fi^THkm
( Ra )c > 14to4^ to induce convection

Kth
pCp

where km = permeability of the porous rock matrix, m2
P = volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of water, ~7 x 10-4 per°C
AT = Temperature difference between hot and cold surfaces (here the bottom 

and top of the caprock), °C 
H = Thickness of caprock 
p = viscosity of water, Pa-s 
Kth = thermal conductivity of caprock, W/m°C 
pCp = product of rock density and heat capacity, J/m3 °C

Assuming representative values for all parameters involved requires that km be less than about 10-14 m2 
(~0.1 millidarcy). Granitic bedrock is commonly accessible at lower permeability, hence with a 
comparable margin against natural convection.

Salinity, dominated by NaCl, increases water density by about 70 kg/m3 for every 100 g salt/liter - 
roughly what one expects at a depth of one or more kilometers in granitic shield bedrock. This is 
sufficient to offset an increase in water temperature of approximately 100°C. Thus there is likely to be 
a natural protection present which would stifle natural convection. One hesitates, however, to require 
that a prospective site have this feature, let alone postulate a continued presence over tens of thousands 
of years into the future. Similarly, salt could easily be added to the gap-filler mud in the borehole, but 
preventing loss by leaching over times measured in eons can not be assured. Thus this feature is 
probably best treated as a bonus rather than a requirement.

Despite the apparent robustness of this assurance of the absence of convective circulation, the case is 
not necessarily ironclad. Lubchenko has raised questions with regard to sparse arrays (3-4), and 
questions still remain on how best to characterize the effective large mesh block permeability of
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regions containing extensive crack networks (one aspect being looked into by Mariana Rodriguez 
Buno in her recently initiated doctoral thesis research).

3.4 Loss of Cooling Capability

A simple estimate of the minimum time interval before intervention is needed to prevent overheating 
can help in planning fuel assembly handling operations. One such metric is the adiabatic heatup rate of 
coolant-free fuel. This is very conservative because it ignores energy loss by heat transfer to 
surroundings, and the additional heat storage capability due to material added to the assembly to 
increase thermal conductivity and crush resistance.

The parameter of interest is the heat capacity. Values for the materials of present concern are as 
follows:

Constituent________________ Cp, W hr/kg°C
Zr (i.e. Zircaloy) 0.078
UO2, uranium dioxide 0.066

We are interested in assemblies with approximate compositions as follows:

Material______Mass per assembly, kg
PWR

Zr 150
UO2 570

The final input needed is the assembly total power, estimated to be:

PWR 500 W for 40 years cooling
(One BWR assembly is a factor of ~3 lower.)

From the preceding, the adiabatic heatup rate is readily estimated:

PWR 10 °C/hr

The above rate is tolerable and can be accommodated by procedures which limit uncooled delays to 
reasonable durations - e.g., less than several hours.

The actual situation is even more favorable - see section 2.2.4 of Chapter 2 on the efficacy of radiation 
heat transfer.
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For this reason we have not delved excessively into handling procedures or technology, since currently 
available approaches should suffice for our purposes.

3.5 Other Recent Technically Based Criticism

In mid-July 2015 a feature article on deep boreholes appeared in Science magazine (3-5). It includes 
comments solicited from several cognoscenti on their perceived shortcomings of the deep borehole 
approach. Some points raised, however, elicit obvious counterarguments. Consider that:

1) In brief, deeper is much better. For example, rock porosity (hence water content) and 
permeability decrease with depth. Moreover, ambient chemistry deep in granitic bedrock is 
reducing (Eh ~ -0.3 volt). This insures low solubility, corrosion and leach rates, plus increased 
adsorption on host rock surfaces.

2) Approximately 50% of continental US land area has granitic bedrock overlain by less than two 
kilometers of sedimentary overburden. This gives rise to a large number of potential sites.

3) Skepticism related to the need for large hole diameters should be tempered by the realization 
that we are dealing with canisters containing single assemblies, and not the multi-assembly 
bundles typical of other approaches. Furthermore, one can start with disposal of BWR 
assemblies, which are roughly equal in number to PWR assemblies, but one-third thinner and a 
factor of three lower in decay power. This will buy time on the order of decades for 
evolutionary improvements.

All-in-all, the article is well worth reading and should encourage wider dialog on technological 
preferences.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has addressed the most prominent features, events and processes which could, 
hypothetically, lead to failure of a deep borehole repository: inadequate borehole sealing, rampant 
upward natural convection of water, and self-induced overheating sufficient to damage the entombed 
waste and/or repository host rock.

The topmost priority in qualification of the deep borehole concept must be for robust and reliable seal 
deployment. In the end result of our design iterations, diversity and redundancy have been invoked as 
important guidelines. Thus both solid (expanding cement) and fluid (bentonite plus sand) layers, at 
least two deep each, have been specified. Attention is also called to the fact that evaluation of thermite 
plugs is currently underway elsewhere. If successful, strong consideration should be given to adding 
such plugs as another layer of dispersed defense in depth.
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Chapter 4 Performance Metrics

4.1 Chapter Introduction

Ultimately, the deep borehole approach must be evaluated both on an absolute basis and relative to 
other alternatives, using appropriate metrics. The two selected for the present study are cost per 
kilogram of uranium fuel and dose to the reasonably maximally exposed individual (RMEI). The 
estimates summarized in this chapter must be regarded as partial and preliminary because of the need 
for unavailable field data on the cost of siting, drilling and completing fully prototypic boreholes. The 
lack of a specific site also means significant uncertainty in dose rate to the RMEI in addition to the 
usual wide spread in stochastic estimates due to the very long time horizon likely to be prescribed - 
e.g. 104 to 106 years based on the now suspended Yucca Mountain licensing proceedings.

4.2 Cost of Disposal

Based on the (superseded as of March 2014) DOE waste fee of 1 mill/kWhre, approximately 400 
dollars per kilogram of used fuel’s pre-burnup uranium has been collected to cover its disposal.

As part of this project Ethan Bates in his PhD thesis (which see) has investigated borehole associated 
costs and arrived at a best estimated optimized value of 135 $/kg as shown in Fig. 4.1 from Ref (4-1). 
Note that this does not include the costs of shipping or waste canister fabrication and loading - which 
should not differ significantly from those for mined repositories.
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The exposure dose risk from a deep borehole repository promises to be far below regulatory limits. 
Due to the highly favorable geochemistry downhole, the consensus is that 1-129 dominates 
escapability and the level of radiological threat by an order of magnitude or more for granite host rock. 
See Table 4.1, originally from Ref (4-4).

Table 4.1 Compilation of Radiological Hazard Rankings for Radionuclides 
in Granite Mined Repositories (4-3)(4-4)

TABLE G-2 Relative L>uses to Future Individuals Front a Granile Repository leaded With 
Un reprocessed I AYR Spent Fuel

Radionuclide
Half-Lite.
(years)

Relative Chrse Rattf1

Swcdcn-
SKlh

Sweden-
SKRC Finland*

l.l tilled
Kingdum-
XRPFf

129l I 57xinT 1 1 L 1

99Tc 2.11x10" l*10"5 ft* 10 5 {, * I0"L

l?5Cs 2,3 xl</' 3*10"2 1 ■ 10"2 M0"2 Lx 10 1

UC 5.73 x |0’ 3*10"5 6*I0"2 4 x L 0"12

-^ci 3.01 x in3 2* 10" 2x10-^

79Se b.5904 3 * 10""' lxlO2 2X10"11

12r:'Sn in* ios lxlfl 2 6x|0"4 2xll>-14

2MRa LfixlO1 lxin-i* 2xt0"2

23LPa 3.2Sxl04 2*10 2 3xin 2 4xl0"1

2t4U 2.45 >: JO5 1*10 s 6x10"^
2iflu 4.47 xiO* i>Krs M0"1

11?NP 2.\4*\(f' 3x|r)-5 yxio"1

wPu 2.41 GO4 3x][)-5 2*10""'
J^jpu 6.3&*"105 i>]0"*
'M2Vu 3.73*" 10s 3xtU"5 4 * 10"2

7 35*-]^ d’GO-4

’’Maximum dose rate from the listed radionuclide divided by the maximum dose i ate from the 
radionuclide that eoutiitules Lbe largest duSe. The maximum values occur at different times. 
bSKJ - Swedish NucJear Power I ns pecto rate (1991)
’’SKI - Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management C.'o. (1992)
^Vienn cf al (1991).
'■'Mobbs et al. (1991) I faired Kingdom - National Radiation Protection Board (L'K-NRPB). 
Calculated doses front tecbneLium and actinides are not included because solubility limits were 
ignored. Solubility limits are included in & Other safety analyses reviewed here

To the above precedent we can add the more recent assessment published by Sandia (4-5), 
which also downselects to 1-129, as do our own findings (4-3).
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In nature, of course, iodine is essentially all 1-127, the stable, non-radioactive isotope. Hence dilution 
of released I-129 is inevitable. This explains, in part, why experts in the field downplay I-129 as a
serious radiological threat.

For example:

Moeller (4-6) notes that:

“Iodine-129 - The specific activity of I-129 is so low that even if the thyroid were saturated, the dose 
would be inconsequential. In fact, the National Council on Radiation Protection & Measurements has 
concluded that I-129 does not pose a meaningful threat of thyroid cancer in humans.”

and Eisenbud (4-7) adds:

“Iodine-129 is one of the longest-lived nuclides produced in fission, with a half-life of 1.57 x 107 
years. It is estimated that by the year 2000, about 2500 Ci of 129I will have been produced by power 
reactors. Iodine is such a soluble element and the half-life of I is so long that the I will eventually 
enter the stable iodine pool. The total amount of iodine that can be absorbed into the thyroid is under 
metabolic control and is limited to about 0.012 g. Iodine-129 cannot deliver a significant dose to the 
thyroid because this would require deposition of 34 g of 129I, several thousand times the average 
normal value (NCRP, 1983).”

* * *

Nevertheless, I-129, as the most escape-prone radionuclide, is a useful bellwether for evaluating 
confinement effectiveness, and we will continue to employ it in that role, rather than as a genuine 
hazard.

In other words, lacking a specific site at present prevents us from laying out a well-defined scenario
for transport, escape, and ingestion of I-129. But the expectation is that, no matter what, the end result 
will be tolerable.

4.4 Chapter Findings

The performance metrics selected: cost per kilogram of uranium in as-loaded fuel, and dose rate to the 
reasonably maximally exposed individual (RMEI), are both sufficiently promising to support moving 
ahead with a more aggressive program to demonstrate and deploy deep boreholes in place of, or in 
addition to, shallower mined repositories for used nuclear fuel assemblies and/or their reprocessed 
constituents.
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Chapter 5 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Synopsis

This report summarizes the progress made over the past three years covered by Award No. NEUP FY 
2012 R&D #3298, which in turn built upon MIT work going back some twenty-five years, the last six 
of which involved collaboration with a team of Sandia experts.

Table 5.1 (a repeat of Table 1.1) summarizes the end-state features of our recommended deep borehole 
version going forward. The entries are largely self-explanatory. They describe a simple “plain vanilla” 
design which can be constructed today using readily available commercial technology as deployed by 
the oil and gas well drilling industry. An even broader and deeper synthesis is documented by Bates 
(5-1) who was supported as a research assistant on this contract for the latter stages of his work. 
Accessing this document is highly recommended for those having a more than casual interest in deep 
boreholes for nuclear waste disposal.
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Table 5.1
Recommended Configuration of Deep Borehole HLW Repositories (as of 9/1/15)

Aspect Choices* Motivation

Host medium granitic bedrock 
(salt: dome or bedded)
[shale or basalt]

dry, with low permeability; 
ubiquitous availability

Terrain no sedimentary overburden 
(< 1km overburden)
[shale or salt caprock]

avoidance of increased cost and potential 
presence of useful aquifers; discourages 

local habitation

Hole specifications 20 inches: 50 cm ID 
~ 1 km of caprock unlined,
1 to 2 km waste zone, 
lined vertical holes in 
emplacement zone 
perforated/slotted liner 
(slanted holes)
[multibranch holes]

• to accommodate canisters encapsulating 
intact PWR fuel assemblies; can reduce 
for BWR or reprocessing waste forms

• to avoid crushing by canister stack

• to equalize radial pressure, allow water
ingress/egress, gas venting

Repository field 200 m pitch
~ 400 holes in 20 x 20 array 
(100m or 300m pitch)

• to minimize far future radial temperature peaking
• to hold ~80,000 MT (US legacy used fuel)
• to realize economies of scale and

facilitate collective licensing

Canister features made of drillpipe segment 
(or cast iron cylinder) internal 
voids filled with granitic sand, 
(drill cuttings) [or zinc casting 
alloy] (caster ring on ends)

• strong, corrosion resistant 
under downhole geochemistry

• to counter crushing
• Zn will exclude water

Canister/liner gap fill with graphite/sepiolite 
mud
(other muds), [dry]
[concrete with SiC gravel 
to help thwart retrieval]

high thermal conductivity provides lubrication; 
blocks vertical convection; facilitates retrieval 
if this is required. Helps offset stress on hole wall

Caprock plugs Sequences of:
• expanding cement
• bentonite + granitic sand
• [thermite]

to provide diverse and redundant 
low permeability seals

*Near term preferences listed first, alternatives in parentheses ( ); potential future developments in 
brackets [ ].
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5.2 Recommendations

One major conclusion is that siting and drilling a demonstration borehole specifically dedicated to 
validation of used LWR fuel disposal should be undertaken. Table 5.2 summarizes this proposition as 
submitted by our borehole group via Prof. M. J. Demkowicz of the MIT Materials Science and 
Engineering Department to a DOE meeting on basic research needs.

Table 5.2

INPUT TO DOE MEETING ON BASIC RESEARCH NEEDS IN JULY 2015

Deep Boreholes for Used Nuclear Fuel and HLW Disposal

The most compelling need is for prompt creation of a demonstration borehole and its 
use for key confirmatory experiments:

® use of state-of-the-art airborne and on-surface methods to screen for qualified sites 
® drill a demonstration (but not necessarily full scale) borehole of several inches

diameter and several kilometers deep, using existing technology, including all key 
prototypic features such as insertion of a liner 

® measurement of downhole chemistry and thermal/mechanical/hydraulic
characteristics, with special attention to saline water and granitic host rock, and their 
evolution over time

® emplacement of an electrically heated simulated waste canister to confirm decay
heat accommodation

To realize these goals the existing program led by our collaborators at the Sandia
National Laboratories should be supported.

* * *

In parallel, improved technologies for drilling the 20 inch (~50 cm) boreholes,
needed for commercial deployment, should be more aggressively pursued.

5.3 Looking Ahead

In the future a high priority should be given to development of circumferential canister end wheels and 
their use to enable slant-path boreholes. Figure 5.1 shows a crude model of one potential 
configuration.

An initial scoping study on these advances has been completed by a visiting student (5-2). His work 
identified many advantages, among which are:
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® reduction of tolerances on hole linearity and radius of curvature for both vertical and slant-path 
boreholes;

® easier withdrawal, hence retrievability, should this be needed;
® near-horizontal emplacement zones which reduces stack and hydrostatic pressures on the 

bottom-most waste canisters.

Design and manufacture of rugged, reliable canister end fittings housing wheels should be relatively 
straightforward given the long term and widespread experience with the rather similar roller-cone drill 
bits in the oil and gas well drilling industry.

Fig. 5.1. Model Showing Canister End 6-Wheel Roller Ring.
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Also worth continued evaluation is the use of zinc-aluminum alloy in place of sand as an in-canister 
void filler. This would allow disposal of wastes having a much higher decay linear power density than 
PWR legacy fuel. Progress to date is summarized in Appendix C, and follow-on work will be 
conducted under other auspices, culminating in a report by Yongsoo Park, scheduled for completion in 
January 2016.

5.4 References for Chapter 5

(5-1) Ethan A. Bates, “Optimization of Deep Borehole Repositories for Disposal of High-Level 
Nuclear Waste,” PhD Thesis, MIT Dept. of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Feb. 2015

(5-2) Roberto Formento Cavaier, “Wheeled Canisters and Slant-Path Boreholes for Disposal of 
Nuclear Spent Fuel,” Masters Degree in Nuclear and Energy Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, July 
2015
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Appendix A

OPTIMIZATION OF DEEP BOREHOLES 
FOR DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE

By Ethan Allen Bates
Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Science and Engineering on December 1st, 2014 in partial fulfillment 

of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 
Nuclear Science and Engineering

Abstract

This work advances the concept of deep borehole disposal (DBD), where spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is isolated at 
depths of several km in basement rock. Improvements to the engineered components of the DBD concept (e.g., 
plug, canister, and fill materials) are presented. Reference site parameters and models for radionuclide 
transport, dose, and cost are developed and coupled to optimize DBD design. A conservative and analytical 
representation of thermal expansion flow gives vertical velocities of fluids vs. time (and the results are 
compared against numerical models). When fluid breakthrough occurs rapidly, the chemical transport model is 
necessary to calculate radionuclide concentrations along the flow path to the surface. The model derived here 
incorporates conservative assumptions, including instantaneous dissolution of the SNF, high solubility, low 
sorption, no aquifer or isotopic dilution, and a host rock matrix that is saturated (at a steady state profile) for 
each radionuclide. For radionuclides that do not decay rapidly, sorb, or reach solubility limitations (e.g., I-129), 
molecular diffusion in the host rock (transverse to the flow path) is the primary loss mechanism.

The first design basis failure mode (DB1) assumes the primary flow path is a 1.2 m diameter region 
with 100* higher permeability than the surrounding rock, while DB2 assumes a 0.1 mm diameter fracture. For 
the limiting design basis (DB1), borehole repository design is constrained (via dose limits) by the areal loading 
of SNF (MTHM/km2), which increases linearly with disposal depth.

In the final portion of the thesis, total costs (including drilling, site characterization, and emplacement) 
are minimized ($/kgHM) while borehole depth, disposal zone length, and borehole spacing are varied subject to 
the performance (maximum dose) constraint. Accounting for a large uncertainty in costs, the optimal design 
generally lies at the minimum specified disposal depth (assumed to be 1200 m), with disposal zone length of 
800-1500 m and borehole spacing of 250-360 meters. Optimized costs range between $45 to $191/kgHM, 
largely depending on the assumed emplacement method and drilling cost. The best estimate (currently 
achievable), minimum cost is $134/kgHM, which corresponds to a disposal zone length of ~900 meters and 
borehole spacing of 272 meters.

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll
Title: Professor Emeritus of Nuclear Science and Engineering

Thesis Supervisor: Emilio Baglietto
Title: Assistant Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering 

Thesis Reader: Jacopo Buongiorno
Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering
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iiTO r r a. vmibud :r:\’l mod me k.'ir v- co :. fj-'iuw I i:
I ..i Mia- U'jti -I15J I'. -i.hJii.I lip li 7iia ■■ f M.I I !X ln|i| i:
Ibm Lot D-irmirui triling ImnpnilJLCi o.r’? IfnuiJ :i>J v. Li
mnii n uifJ nL" -t? nam ’ r:111 gy --jir.' if "hint rt|ii: ^rurd-i
lb: ■.V.JL '■'■■Jb- J Lili.-J'. jLv '■'■jjli.1 Jlv h-.I.-VJII 7,'Li
ii :-n:ki:J -U: rm-ft dv gsji fcimnifmn. ri: mod y.'m i,.nhs.",Hr 
■:I11LlL=d 1 J-.-Ji l:.!j UTS iv^.U-J VlnjUl J V’JIldil^.LVIl v

■civniit. :oh d" :: irdraii-rid Midi mold zrt ir pvxriir;

TtESn.73

'I hi' i'l" rii ii'i. lb" — I i-J,f I y 11 - li 1 111 |hr luah'i
iurliioi lo .'is ■ vik1 ::s.di™d v.r.ll ::f .hi m ::k. ii-l-i 
.■HmP^li:.l I" -1 I 1. 111 .ahi.i ml li"mjVrMhlu:- ■■ h ii-
JimrT.rLOj-; :1 lhri =V and jir- b:.j .n, lb1 1 i.t o," lb-
h.nhftr. Mi t. lli|t ithii iir I "h:- tkim ."-.ijvdntf iviiy rif Ire? .iirli.i'i 
ifi.'i.:Is i."'1 Wm aE-:!L:;. Hi: Ibirr.J ovbiu.ivL.v ou" lb ws. 
Zii ■ SL vrji riio wilh Lit UtbpuAiLxu
ftlftM.imniftlllft hmi lilft H'fir " .l.MmpIftfl HV." WJT-4 '."U.'l li.1 P.1 
lb1 b. V:r 7b: rus.dls brv ibv./n in J im. 2 Sr-:— lb1 Ilm.'. :■... 
1b cirmnl o.iiicjxh - "y <it ftl.mJV inL:i?ft lift
II v■ 11.j■ ■. Vjiiiji: 1II." L'.jrl^K"-) wb. if*.- v.Liil.,'0 lb: ~ ,-J 
za djcciL-ir-" vrm ui jd' lrrrVti". hi r:rv.: rffijflfl :hv ihi
|i'i.i.i:Im ■ ::l" llir yb'.yj_ ■ y "JlvjlliyJ :.3.-r_i. .1 |j ■yi. hlih" ID

Ihi Tfr-ierih ce Ihh Miijfi lyil vm:; f::r"rd bAf srLdiStobm. 
I' lt rKJPjCtt Villas. \ffHCVjT- b :Tli I ■■ lx 11' l£.hsr "hr. 1 (Sf<I 
LIL Lirr. Infaksiwiia^yJ;^ ;|

7ia. IL iiioflti JTTvl t ! i(Sfc :;f t"i cnl oii:i Fri:m Ihi
-.i'll: i'M|'i:' inclil (l.i'ii|' i'll" -111.51.11 II 11 i-|^.l 1 ■' Ll-i:
inlirCiL* vvjs rvzi o'jLirr'.td tvl u lHi-—.Ihijml -ojc.Ilti '.'.ij 
■I !.■>." ft ■"■""ll I ■- -s ft.1 Tfill r-JT Mill,' ALi.i ">:T>i rift
:Vj. In' :-_s LSrtJ.fi rb b'ULV lb' cub mobl Jjij. J .7 
rJwrftlr Hift mold v-xl. I".rftai:fir .if r tyit- r -ai wm ir -jrvto.1 
dm in j -.il - f'r+rlij" 1 J irtoigt v:r.- dul 1J1.1 11 isnr h 
licmoi jjI bik.v.iir Jiy iojuilv and I>: zLJH j.i! 7j thm 
iiiftlftl rnrM' i iudhrfeuie I r. ■■ 11 im v nihlii ■fr.ini - ift ■■
'uj. '.Vjiu:: 1 ,.b:',.7-: jil :.":i::jL ■■ 1 i-Lb uiutb

h 1 Mfsbucin h'ft.inr v-.iii.liift-j'.' "in', vif ftr.T mud
rl’l'i.i.ilLV: ij.uii i. iuulnlLV-.L*.-: Lj-h.fej iiak as a

."ur.'.'.l'.T. ItpcuUM. Oii ir lb: ixs. i/T'TTmojil J1.1 
vrl ■■■r: rhi ir.vl- ".1 n vrnl 1W ft/'dirid

.'.■on hv jr..*.. jl ir vlvai Ji.-.. Lb ^l.bLiv
: nmnl co iduzrivirv in irgnifiMi ily iidaftic. diji :.i n: 
yuII jJ ■ -;i -jl y ■!_. ■ -k I " liv jd.y i ' M-iirjL y pi ^|;yl'.'yii|ift'i 

zi.iil "jo 5upprfc<; ilr- rofniniliix" wiir- Inund. to ""i iiir-bb 
urlhi' :r:di:i b.i nl ™ r. t.impliK nd'tt 0 ■ t,id hty™- to 

y1J1.pl. dm-LvdmH;>■ ji LiiLa^p: I,A'.yhti.j 11 LJj: y^imyja

At' £Z< OW LKD1 IEI'1 l£iT

Ihi'- v..1 0stjip.irL-1 b'll .11)i:-h y-i.i : pr^mm

k nth.it KM'im

I 'L.T. }-LIi:r_i, ol J . ib lim hx'i' C'.'.Jnidrr. ol "drxn 
-i I Vrv iftli ro ■ilr.nil 7t\ 1 ■■y Nqcltsj -'oi iiaii't
;3kiLUv xrd izaipyiiiaLja ’ rifl'L-jllfifl, TjuLv
No-d '^itt Vnt o"ii 1 nh.ri pz.'.it.' yil.i I ^
L- V '-I1 1 , ti'. '. ■■■, yrj. 1 >j'_,. i. | h ..-7,yp-
I::rmiilio,i pr.:airr- 1. ihi ciiilirg n:ald riti~"nzi iml .hs hiiL

I -yi-x .: MK :tD.- -m U ii:li£li Ihft ■■ | Im.ulii'h. ;jl1.u'J
^ 17, .J.J % ysi^pvj ;i '

I: it fihnik '. T Hi^ii-s :hi™ " l! xv-duzch-iLyturtle"" tries
i'l.:e>j1 ll :!■' j1 v I'l'ii.1 ■■ mi.i'I.mi 1 l -if.. ■ 1 -]:i Mil 1 VV-I 

7hiik h>iii i » .-.■T T^Vi'ilivjT.
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